
_Alvin Lucier was born in 1931 in Nashua, New Hampshire. He 
was educated at Yale and Brandeis and spent two years in Rome on a 
Fulbright Scholarship. From 1962 to 1970 he taught at Brandeis, where 
he conducted the Brandeis University Chamber Chorus which devoted 
much of its time to the performance of new music. Since 1970 he has 
taught at Wesleyan University Connecticut, where he was John Spencer 
Camp Professor of Music.

_Lucier has been a pioneer in several areas of music composition and 
performance, including the notation of performers’ physical gestures, 
the use of brain waves in live performance, the generation of visual 
imagery by sound in vibrating media, and the use of room acoustics for 
musical purposes. His works also include a series of sound installations 
and for Tectonics Glasgow the Recital Room at City Halls will play host 
to the installation version of Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and 
Acoustic Pendulums.  

_His most iconic works include Music for Solo Performer from 1965 
where the alpha waves of Lucier’s brain are detected by electrodes and are 
amplified to vibrate percussion instruments; and I Am Sitting In a Room 
where spoken words are recorded and then re-recorded from playback 
until the speech dissolves into rhythms and resonances influenced by the 
room in which the work is performed.    

_We are delighted to present a number of Alvin Lucier’s works as part of 
Tectonics Glasgow and we are thrilled that he has agreed to take part. He 
will give a performance of his work from 1975, Bird and Person Dyning, 
which uses amplified feedback to echo and chime with a recording of 
birdsong and there’s the World Premiere of a new work for guitars, Criss-
Cross. Other works being performed include: the charming Beatles-
inspired Nothing is Real; The Exploration of the House, a work similar 
to I Am Sitting In a Room, but conceived for orchestra; and one of his 
famous works which explore the internal vibrations and resonances of 
vases. 

ALVINLUCIER

FOCUS ON

The first Tectonics Glasgow festival includes a focus on American composer 
Alvin Lucier, featuring a performance by the composer himself  

and a World Premiere

ReCital ROOm:  

SatURDaY FROm 16.00 

SUNDaY FROm 14.00

FOR  
SlOw Sweep OSCillatOR,  
lOUDSpeakeRS,  
baSS DRUmS aND  
SUSpeNDeD piNg pONg ballS

_Alvin Lucier has become renowned for his installations as much as for 
composing. This piece from 1980 will be installed in the Recital Room 
at City Halls throughout the Festival.    

_Music for Pure Waves, Bass Drums and Acoustic Pendulums is typical 
of Lucier’s investigations into resonance, environments, sonic waves and 
spatial acoustics. Amplified sound waves from loudspeakers will create 
vibrations through four bass drums, which in turn start suspended 
ping pong balls in motion. The balls subsequently begin to pick out 
rhythms on the drums, all dependent on the frequency of the waves. The 
environmental conditions of the Recital Room will affect the tensions of 
the drumheads throughout the weekend, thereby varying the pendular 
motion and the resulting sonic and rhythmic results.

Photo: Luis Olazabal. © 2009, SUBTROPICS.ORG 
All rights reserved. Used with permission.
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The work as installed as part of SOUND, February 27 – March 29, 2009  
at the Bass Museum of Art in Miami Beach 

(Curated by Gustavo Matamoros)

_How can an orchestra, the 19th century beast, be more radical and 
experimental? Is it possible? This is one of the questions that started me 
on a journey that led to the Tectonics music festival, the first of which 
was staged last year in Reykjavik.
 
_Tectonics Glasgow brings together musicians from different worlds and 
backgrounds for an audience that’s open and ready for new experiences 
and surprises. The festival will include young composers and pioneering 
figures, chamber music, orchestral music and electronic performances. 
It’s also a very personal project for me as I have worked with many of the 
guest artists in other situations and some, like Alvin Lucier, are heroes 
of mine. Lucier is one of the great figures in experimental music, and the 
weekend will feature some of his rarely played orchestral music, piano and 
cello works with electronics, a new work for 2 guitars, an installation and 
a solo performance from Lucier himself.

_It’s important for me that Glasgow-based artists and musicians are 
part of the line-up too. Having worked in Glasgow for over ten years, I’m 
aware of the incredible range of musicians and artists in the city and it’s 
exciting to bring them together with some major international names.   

_And I have been performing contemporary repertoire with the BBC 
Scottish Symphony Orchestra for more than a decade, so they are the 
perfect partners for this radical project that I hope will continue in the 
years to come. This year will include 5 orchestral World Premieres (3 
of which are BBC Commissions) and it’s an exciting opportunity to 
hear how flexible this orchestra can be, as it reshapes, resizes and creates 
different sound worlds across the weekend.
  
_The contrasts and changes of atmosphere over the two days will be 
unique: from the soft sounds of Feldman and the vocal and nature 
sounds of Hanna Tuulikki’s new piece, to the powerful electric guitars 
of Oren Ambarchi, Stephen O’Malley and Stuart Braithwaite. We are 
using all three spaces at City Halls plus the foyer areas. The audience will 
travel from one space to another experiencing a diversity of styles and 
genres, from the deep meditative sound of Lucier to the explosive and 
ecstatic music of Dumitrescu, two true originals of contemporary music. 
This surely will be an adventure for us all. 

_Enjoy yourselves. 

Ilan Volkov, Principal Guest Conductor, BBC SSO

Tectonics Glasgow is curated by Ilan Volkov 
with Alasdair Campbell
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c.21.00
Grand Hall 

DUMITRESCU/AVRAM 
with Iancu Dumitrescu, Ana-Maria Avram &  

Stephen O’Malley

Romanian-born Iancu Dumitrescu5 and his wife Ana-Maria Avram6 
are leading figures in experimental and ‘spectral’ composition. Their 
prodigious output includes over 300 unique works and more than 

20 joint CD releases on their own Edition Modern label.

For this special event they will give rare live performances of two 
World Premieres, and are joined by guitarist Stephen O’Malley7. 
O’Malley is renowned as a founding member of many experimental 
and metal bands including Sun O))), Khanate and Burning Witch 
and he gives the world premiere of Dumitrescu’s electric guitar 

concerto on Sunday night.

Ana-Maria Avram 
Nouvel Archae for computer-assisted voice and live voice

Iancu Dumitrescu
Hazard and Tectonics, for computer assisted sounds,  

electric  guitars, prepared piano, percussion 
World Premiere  

Ana-Maria Avram
Metalstorm (II) for computer assisted sounds, electric guitar,  

cello, percussion and piano 
World Premiere

Duration: approx. 45 minutes 
  

c.22.00 – c.24.00
Old Fruitmarket  

LATE GIG  
with   

Aidan Moffat, Stuart Braithwaite,   
Hildur Guðnadóttir, Oren Ambarchi,   

James Rushford, Joe Talia &  
members of the BBC SSO 

DJ set from Stephen Pastel

We move back to the Old Fruitmarket for a late-ish end to Day One 
of Tectonics Glasgow. Aidan Moffatt8 and Stuart Braithwaite9 need 
little introduction to a Glasgow audience, from their solo projects, 
as members of Arab Strap and Mogwai respectively, and from their 
occasional collaboration as Aloha Hawaii. Hildur Guðnadóttir 

joins them on cello for text-based and improv performances. 

Australian composer and multi-instrumentalist Oren Ambarchi10 
leads an arrangement by James Rushford11 of Knots from his recent 
album Audience of One, with Joe Talia12 on drums, Rushford on  
viola and members of the BBC SSO. Knots  “weaves a net of 
frequencies and textures with the organic push and pull of a 70s 
psych jam, the bass response of a doom metal ritual and the psycho-

acoustic precision of an Alvin Lucier composition.” 

Support comes in the shape of a DJ set from Stephen Pastel13.   

Duration: approx. 2 hours
Please note that this event is standing only   

c.20.00
Old Fruitmarket 

HILDUR GUÐNADÓTTIR 
Solo Performance

Having collaborated on Saturday, Hildur Guðnadóttir6 takes  
to the stage of the Old Fruitmarket for a solo performance. A cellist 
and composer, she is best known for her collaborations with múm 
and as part of Iceland’s vibrant experimental music scene. She has 
appeared with Pan Sonic and collaborated with Throbbing Gristle 
and has a rich catalogue of collaborations, solo albums and varied 

projects behind her. 

Duration: approx. 25 minutes 
Please note that this event is a mixure of standing and seating

c.20.30–21.30
Grand Hall

CLOSING CONCERT 
with Stephen O’Malley &  

the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra7  

Tectonics Glasgow closes with the World Premiere of Dumitrescu’s 
electric guitar concerto, Elan and Permanence ,  performed by 
Stephen O’Malley with the BBC SSO under the Festival’s co-
curator Ilan Volkov8. And before that, a final World Premiere 
and BBC Commission from another Glasgow based composer, 

John de Simone9. 

John De Simone  
New Work    

BBC Commission, World Premiere 

Iancu Dumitrescu    
Elan and Permanence*    

World Premiere

Stephen O’Malley electric guitar* 
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra  

Ilan Volkov conductor

Duration: approx. 60 minutes

17.00 
Candleriggs Bar

INTRODUCTORY TALK  
WHAT IS TECTONICS?

Join Tectonics curator Ilan Volkov as he discusses the 
festival with some of the participants, including Alvin 
Lucier, Hildur Guðnadóttir and David Fennessy.  

Chaired by Fiona Talkington, from BBC Radio 3’s Late Junction. 
Limited seating availability  

18.00 
Grand Hall

OPENING CONCERT  
with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra

Tectonics opens with the World Premiere of Glasgow-based David 
Fennessy’s1 Prologue (Silver are the tears of the moon), the first 
in a triptych of works inspired by Werner Herzog’s diaries, and 
with Morton Feldman’s beautiful work Cello and Orchestra. The 
resonant frequencies of City Halls come to the fore with the first 
Lucier work of the Festival, Exploration of the House, which 
samples, records and loops a live performance of Beethoven by 
the BBC SSO to itself and to the audience - a work which shares 

attributes with his seminal piece, I Am Sitting in a Room.  

The second half brings works as visually intriguing as they are 
explorative. Charles Ross’s2 piece blurs the line between musical 
notation and improvisation, pitting improvisers against BBC SSO 
performers who are running out of notes. The improvisers are led 
by a conductor who uses natural elements (stones, sand, rocks) to 
try and help them out. The concert ends with the UK Premiere of 
The Colours of Jellyfish by Ross’s teacher Frank Denyer3, written for 
small, spaced groups of performers, including a children’s choir and 

natural elements.  

David Fennessy
Prologue (Silver are the tears of the moon)  

BBC Commission, World Premiere

Feldman
Cello and Orchestra  

Alvin Lucier
Exploration of the House 

UK Premiere 

Interval

Charles Ross
The Ventriloquist 

UK Premiere

Frank Denyer
The Colours of Jellyfish* 

BBC Co-Commission with the Iceland Symphony Orchestra 
UK Premiere 

Anton Lukoszevieze cello
Juliet Fraser soprano*

Children from St. Mary’s Episcopal Cathedral Choir, Edinburgh*
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra

Ilan Volkov conductor

Duration: approx.  
1 hour 50 minutes including an interval of 20 minutes

c.20.00
Old Fruitmarket 

VOICE OF THE BIRDS  
with Hanna Tuulikki

Hanna Tuulikki’s4 Air falbh leis na h-eòin | Away with the birds is 
a body of work interrogating the mimesis of birds in Gaelic song. 
The vocal composition at its core, Guth na eòin | Voice of the Bird, 
will be premiered at this performance by a choir of female singers. 
The piece reinterprets archive, fragmenting and re-building extracts 
of Gaelic songs into an extended soundscape that grows out of and 

responds to the landscape.

Finnish-English vocalist Hanna Tuulikki is a musician, visual artist 
and illustrator whose primary focus is the human voice. She often 
uses voice as a material to experiment with ways of dissolving 

language and distinctions between separate phenomena. 

Duration: approx. 30 minutes 
Please note that this event is a mixure of standing and seating 

Air falbh leis na h-eòin is conceived by artist Hanna Tuulikki and is produced  
by Trigger in association with Cape Farewell as part of the Sea Change programme.  

Funded by Creative Scotland (Public Art R&D) and PRS for Music Foundation  
(Women Make Music).

 

FESTIVAL PASSES: £20/£15 (concession)
A limited number of Festival passes allowing access to all events 
in the Grand Hall and Old Fruitmarket are available until Friday 
3 May 2013. Passes allow entry to all events across both days and  
are the best way to save money.  

No refunds are available for partial or one-day use of Festival passes. 
Passes are subject to availability. 

DAY PASSES: £12/£8 (concession)
Day passes allow access to all events in the Grand Hall and Old 
Fruitmarket on either Saturday or Sunday. If you wish to attend 
events over both days, a Festival Pass will save you money. Please 
note that it is not possible to book for individual events in the 
Festival.  

Concession prices are available to Students, Unemployed and Registered  
disabled only. Proof of status necessary.

Seating All performances in the Grand Hall are unreserved seating.  
Most performances in the Old Fruitmarket are standing only. 

BARS
There are several bars at City Halls. Please note that it is not 
possible to take unfinished drinks into the Grand Hall but drinks 
can be consumed in the Old Fruitmarket. No food will be available 
at City Halls but there are a number of shops, restaurants and bars 
in the Merchant City area that sell snacks and food.

HOW TO BOOK

Online at: bbc.co.uk/bbcsso
By phone: 0141-353 8000

In person: City Halls Box Office 
Candleriggs, Glasgow G1 1NQ

Opening Hours:  
Mon – Sat, 12 noon – 6pm
Tickets also available from the Glasgow Royal Concert Hall  
Box Office. Telephone and online bookings may be subject to  
venue booking fee. 
Alasdair Campbell/AC Projects acknowledges the support of 
Creative Scotland and the PRS for Music Foundation.
 

CONNECTING WITH  
TECTONICS GLASGOW
Join in the conversation and find out more about the festival with 
our social media sites:

@tectonicsglas 
#tectonicsglasgow
facebook.com/tectonicsglasgow 

You can also find out more about the artists and composers 
performing at Tectonics Glasgow online:

BBC SSO bbc.co.uk/bbcsso, @bbcsso

Alvin Lucier alucier.web.wesleyan.edu

David Fennessy universaledition.com/David-Fennessy

Frank Denyer frankdenyer.eu

Juliet Fraser julietfraser.co.uk

Anton Lukoszevieze antonlukoszevieze.co.uk,
apartmenthouse.co.uk, @AntonAnnex

Hanna Tuulikki hannatuulikki.org , @HannaTuulikki

Iancu Dumitrescu and Ana-Maria Avram
hyperspectral.99k.org

Stephen O’Malley ideologic.org, @IdeologicOrgan

Aidan Moffat aidanmoffat.co.uk, @AidanJohnMoffat

Stuart Braithwaite mogwai.co.uk, @plasmatron

Hildur Guðnadóttir hildurness.com, @hildurness

Oren Ambarchi orenambarchi.com, @orenambarchi

Joe Talia joetalia.com, @joetalia

James Rushford jamesrushford.com

Asparagus Piss Raindrop uk.myspace.com/kylieminoise,
neildavidson.org.uk, humansacrifice.net

Chiyoko Slavnicks chiyokoszlavnics.org

Martin Suckling martinsuckling.com, @mcs42

Stephen Pastel myspace.com/thepastels, @pastels_the

Customers’ personal details are held in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Data 
Protection Act 1998. If consent is given at the time of ticket purchase, this information will be passed 
to the BBC SSO and may be used to contact you with information about forthcoming concerts or 
BBC events. These details will not be passed on to any third party. If you wish to have your name 
removed from the orchestra’s mailing-list please e-mail: 
bbcsso@bbc.co.uk or telephone: 0141-422 6728.

This information was correct at the time of publishing. The BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra 
reserves the right to amend artists and programmes for any of the listed concerts if necessary.

Design by weared8.com

From 15.00 
Old Fruitmarket, City Halls Foyer, Bars & Promenades

ASPARAGUS PISS RAINDROP  

Asparagus Piss R aindrop1 describe themselves as “a cr ypto -
conceptual science-fiction anti-band formed from a dreadful, 
ever expanding pool of improviser/composer/performers. This 
incarnation includes Lee Cummings (Kylie Minoise), Liene Rozite 
(Muris), Julia Scott (Fem Bitch Nation), Fritz Welch and Neil 
Davidson (With Lumps).” This new promenade piece will occupy 

several parts of City Halls simultaneously and consecutively.

Duration: approx. 80 minutes 
Please note that this is a promenade/standing event    

16.30
Grand Hall

LUCIER PERFORMS LUCIER   
with Alvin Lucier2, Frank Denyer,  

Anton Lukoszevieze3, Stephen O’Malley  
& Oren Ambarchi featuring the  
World Premiere of Criss-Cross

As the centrepiece of the Festival, Tectonics Glasgow presents a 
series of works by Alvin Lucier. The composer himself will perform 
Bird and Person Dyning which uses microphones and loudspeakers 
to create feedback, which Lucier chimes with a recording of natural 
birdsong. The programme also includes the World Premiere of 
his new work, Criss-Cross for two electric guitars; one of his iconic 
vase pieces; and Nothing is Real where notes from The Beatles’ 
Strawberry Fields Forever resonate from inside an amplified teapot. 

Alvin Lucier 
Music for Cello and One or More Amplified Vases*

Still Lives, for piano with slow sweep pure wave oscillators**

Bird and Person Dyning for performer with microphones, 
loudspeakers and electronic birdcall*** 

Criss-Cross for two electric guitars and pure wave Oscillators**** 
World Premiere

Nothing is Real (Strawberry Fields Forever), for piano,  
amplified teapot, and miniature sound system**

Anton Lukoszevieze cello*
Frank Denyer piano**

Alvin Lucier performer***
Oren Ambarchi, Stephen O’Malley electric guitars****

Duration: approx. 75 minutes

c.19.00
Grand Hall

ORCHESTRA CONCERT 2 
with the BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra  

Toronto-born Chiyoko Szlavnics4 often transforms her own drawings  
into musical notation as part of the compositional process and 
the World Premiere of her new work promises to showcase what 
the composer refers to as “audible harmonic nodes”. Glasgow-born 
Martin Suckling5 offers another World Premiere with his new BBC 
Commission, Release. And there is more from Lucier with his 2007 

work for cello and orchestra, Slices.   

Chiyoko Szlavnics  
New Work    

World Premiere

Martin Suckling    
Release    

BBC Commission, World Premiere 

Alvin Lucier     
Slices for cello and orchestra*     

Anton Lukoszevieze cello*
BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra 

Ilan Volkov conductor  

Duration: approx. 50 minutes 
Chiyoko Szlavnics’s new work is supported by the Music Section  

of the Canada Council for the Arts
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Promotion of Tectonics Glasgow is supported by Glasgow Music. 

1

GETTING TO CITY HALLS &  
THE OLD FRUITMARKET
Public Transport: City Halls is situated at the heart of the 
Merchant City at the north end of Candleriggs between Trongate 
and Ingram Street. It is within easy walking distance of Argyle 
Street, Queen Street, High Street and Central railway stations as 
well as St. Enoch and Buchanan Street subway stations. Buchanan 
Bus Station is a 15 minute walk away. Nearby bus routes include 16, 
18, 19, 31, 40, 61, 62, 240, 255, 262, 263.

Access Information: All entrances at City Halls are fully accessible 
with lifts to every level of the auditorium. Wheelchairs are available 
on request and can be pre-booked via the box office. Guide dogs are 
welcome at City Halls. 

CITY
HALLS
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